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How to support the YaleSA movement
Supporting YaleSA contributes to the Academy’s startup and future prosperity. Your support and contributions 
will enable YaleSA to become a recognized role-player in the independent school sphere, in addition to 
contributing to the realization of creating enabling spaces to foster ethical leadership. It is sel!ess philanthropy 
in monetary and other forms that contribute to the realization of YaleSA’s ideal and vision of a world-class 
academy. ese donations, legacies, sponsorships, involvements and other contributions assume greater 
importance as YaleSA prepares for the many challenges of a startup in a challenging sector, not least of which 
is #nancial viability. rough your gis, you will be assisting in inspiring a new generation of leaders to strive 
beyond the ordinary, create meaningful impact, develop character and leadership potential to prepare this 
young generation of leaders to serve their communities.

People
Partial & Full Scholarships
One of the fundamental aspects of whole-school development is that of providing learning opportunities to 
students who demonstrate exceptional leadership qualities. e funding of scholarships will create a pillar of 
support which will have far-reaching and enduring bene#ts for both school and students. e provision of 
such scholarships will therefore invite young leaders with demonstrable potential to join the YaleSA family, 
with high demands of contributing to a better society, that will witness far-reaching and enduring bene#ts. In 
addition, such scholarships will be made available in future year, upon excellent performance in the 10th and 
11th grades.

Partial & Full Bursaries
is is an admirable feature of most independent schools and academies. It is our aim to support learners 
through partial bursaries by awarding learners who show leadership potential, and who may otherwise not be 
able to meet the #nancial requirements of the Academy.

Staff and Parental Development
Our staff, teachers and parents play a vital role in the lives our young leaders. We are also aware of the critical 
shortage of teachers devoted to the extensive curriculum demands and standards expected at YaleSA. We 
therefore aim to offer our existing staff opportunities to develop their professional interests and areas of 
specialization. is will ensure that our teachers are continuously improving to ensure that we invest in the 
‘best of the best’. Moreover, the demands of supporting learners in this century are ever-growing, and we aim 
to offer parents programs to help guide and support their children as part of the YaleSA mission.
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Projects
Community Engagement
An important component of the development of young leadership, is that of ensuring our young leaders 
become servant-orientated leaders. e leadership curriculum not only entails a rigorous self-discovery, self-
development and exposure program, but also engages young leaders to be active in their communities. Our 
young leaders are required to commit to regular community service and engagement during the #rst semester, 
while in the second semester, they are required to implement meaningful group projects. Such projects have 
impacts on the individuals and communities they serve and also have lasting impacts on our young leaders 
that will ripple through our Academy for generations to come. How our young leaders discover the future 
depends on the humanity of all the lessons we bring to them; so we gather people from different backgrounds, 
religions, countries and races and we trust them – to work and live together, to develop insights and abandon 
prejudices. We want our students to honour the privileges that they have received, to become independent, 
rational and compassionate citizens of the world, to respect the environment and to contribute meaningfully 
to their communities.

Infrastructural Upgrades
Infrastructural upgrades includes creating new facilities and upgrading existing ones in line with the long-
term planning of the institution. At the heart of any good institution are its people but, in order to work well 
together, they need facilities and resources commensurate with their skills. e Academy will manage its 
budget prudently and invests every year in refurbishment and ongoing upgrades but some projects require 
more money than is generated by fee income.

Business Development Division
e Academy will use philanthropic contributions to invest in sustainable business ventures, that both support 
our student startups, and businesses operated by the Academy that contribute to the Academy’s income 
generating activities. Such capital contributions allow us to seek market-driven solutions to #nancial viability 
challenges 

Skills and Network Access Program
Do you have a skill that you wish to share with YaleSA? Monetary contributions aren’t everything. In fact, if 
you’re a marketing professional or a business manager, or other professional, YaleSA could use your skills. 
Consider contributing two hours a month, or serving on our network of advisors.

Educational Trust
Please see the Academy Prospectus for details of the Academy’s Educational Support Trust.

Who to contact
To discuss ways of getting involved and contributing to the Youth Academy for Leadership Excellence please 
contact:

Imaad Isaacs | Director
Email: imaad@yalesa.org  |  Mobile: 076 449 4978
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